
MESSAGE FROM THE BOARD 
  
The Board of Trustees is excited about the activities that will be occurring at 
Unity Christ Church this month. We just completed our visioning process and 
we are very thankful to all of you who participated in this process.  We gained 
a great deal of wisdom and understanding.  The culmination of this process 
will be the formation of the transformational processes that we identified and 
discussed at the Annual Meeting in November 2018. The two process teams 
to be formed are the Spiritual Fortification and Fiscal Stabilization. The 
specific February dates and times for the formation of these process teams 
will be announced as soon as a definite date has been determined. 
As part of Board development, the Board of Trustees has made a commitment 
to make a study of Paul Hasselbeck’s book, Heart Centered Metaphysics, A 
Deeper Look at Unity Teachings.  In doing this our hope is to develop a 
greater awareness, understanding and appreciation of our co-founders’ 
revolutionary thinking and further explore the foundational Principles on which 
the Unity movement was formed.   Mary Biggs, Licensed Unity Teacher, will 
be facilitating this class.  
We will announce the date and time of this class as soon as a definite date 
and time are set. All are welcome to participate in this class.  If you would like 
to be a part of this class please contact the church office and let Erika 
Carmichael know. 
Last month we had to cancel our Sunday Matinee Movie due to inclement 
weather.  It has been rescheduled for this month on February 10, 2019 at 
2:00 PM.  The e movie is entitled “PGS –Your Personal Guidance System”.  
We look forward to seeing you all there. 
We are very thankful  for your Presence at Unity Christ Church and we are 
grateful for your consciousness  of Oneness as we continue to move forward 
in our transformational process. 
Let us continue to affirm:  

“One with the Presence we move forward in Faith with Love” 
  Blessings To You All, 
         The Board of Trustees 

  

 


